Rosendahl is New Director of NDLTAP

The NDLTAP has new leadership. Darcy Rosendahl has been named the new program director of NDLTAP. He succeeds Gary Berreth, who retired in early June. Rosendahl has been program manager with NDLTAP for the past year. In that position, he was responsible for planning and scheduling NDLTAP events and training programs as well as providing general technical assistance to local road agencies. Consequently he has become knowledgeable about all of NDLTAPs operations and clientele.

Before joining NDLTAP, Rosendahl retired from the NDDOT where he served as director in the Office of Operations. He held multiple positions within the NDDOT since beginning his career there as a student worker in 1981. He earned his B.S. degree in civil engineering from NDSU and attended the pre-
engineering program at Dickinson State University.

Berreth retired early in June after five years with NDLTAP. Under Berreth's direction the program moved its base of operations from Fargo to Bismarck and increased its use of technology to extend training to those involved in road construction and maintenance across the state. Berreth came to NDLTAP after a 37-year career with the NDDOT. He is respected for his knowledge and experiences in all aspects of transportation and the knowledge will be missed. He says a delayed to-do list at home that could occupy 10 years of his time is a primary reason for his retirement. Best wishes!

About this Publication

The purpose of this publication is to inform NDLTAP clients of the latest happenings within the NDLTAP community. NDLTAP would appreciate any information you would like to share on behalf of your county, city, township or other entity. If you have an article that would be of interest to others please submit it to NDLTAP, at the address below.

Thank you for your continued interest and support of the NDLTAP program.
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